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Drawn from more than fifty years of classroom experience, this introductory guide provides a

coherent framework for considering psychology from a Christian perspective.
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We used this in my intro to psych. I think the authors did a good job showing multiple sides to

different theories. A nice, easy read that holds your attention, especially when read chapter to

chapter over a semester. They covered quite a but if material, giving actual examples and

references without getting dry.

Exploring Psychology and Christian FaithBy Paul Moes and Donald TellinghuisenThe Christian faith

and Psychology do not usually sit together. Moes and Tellinghuisen have written a textbook at

undergraduate level for studying the topic.They address five Biblical themes about man and explain

how that fits around modern psychology. The work is comprehensive, presents arguments

supporting different viewpoints.An ideal textbook for Christians studying psychology.Reviewed by

Heath Henwood.Copy received via NetGallery in exchange for an honest review.Books reviewed by

Heath can be found at http://books-reviewed.weebly.com/

Psychology in our era has come to dominate so much of our lives. Almost everyone who has lived

in the modern era knows some things about it. The fight between psychology and the church has



also not been settled definitely yet. As someone whoÃ¢Â€Â™s reading psychology at the

undergraduate level, IÃ¢Â€Â™ve always wanted to think christianly about what IÃ¢Â€Â™m studying.

Currently, IÃ¢Â€Â™m tilting towards the biblical counselling track, but still open to listen to what

others have to say. So it was with delight when I saw the opportunity to read this book.Paul Moes &

Donald Tellinghuisen has written a book that aim to be an introduction for christians studying

psychology. Moes and Tellinghuisen first introduces the reader to five themes that the bibles

teaches us about what man truly is. These five themes then build the basis and foundation of how

the authors (and the readers) will think christianly about psychology. They would be consistently

revisited and reviewed as the authors bring the readers through the various chapters.Moes and

Tellinghuisen does a comprehensive work and cover most of the topics that an undergraduate will

cover in their studies. They were covered in depth to allow the readers time and space to learn and

think about the topics. Also, Moes and Tellinghuisen constantly help the readers think christianly

about what is usually thought in the textbooks.What Moes and Tellinghuisen does well, is they do

not give an one-sided approach to the topics. Often they are able to present the topics succinctly yet

able to give an accurate picture of what they are about.However, there are some areas of

improvement too. First, I found little statistics inside the book, far too often I find myself studying a

lot of statistics that studies uses to validate their results. Next, I found the book not very balanced, I

found chapters 14, 15 and 16 exceptionally well written as compared to the rest of the book, future

editions should endeavour to present the rest of the chapters as exceptional as the last 3 chapters

were. Lastly, although the authors constantly referred to their five themes, I find that more biblical

support or if certain relevant bible verses can be referred to at the appropriate chapters would make

it even better. What will make this book even better would be a short chapter either at the front or

the back on the various perspectives christians approach psychology. This would be the most

appropriate place for a student to explore and gain valuable insights into the different schools of

thoughts.Having said all that, I would no doubt gladly recommend this book to anyone who intends

to study psychology in the future. If you intend or are currently studying psychology, this would be a

good introduction for you. Be prepared to soak and learn all you can from this book before you

embark onto your studies.Rating: 4 / 5Disclaimer: I was given this book free from the publisher in

exchange for an honest review.

Read this book as a part of a psychology and Christian faith class, definitely provided good insights

and ways of "blending" a science based subject with Christianity.



Excellent book - would love to use it as a text in a class, if I taught one in this area - maybe for our

capstone class? Well written and easy to understand.

excellent

Awesome

Came in just as described thank you so much!
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